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	Hack Proofing Your Ecommerce Site, 9781928994275 (192899427X), Syngress Publishing, 2001
Hack Proofing Your E-Commerce Site was written in response to requests from readers of our first book, Hack Proofing Your Network: Internet Tradecraft. Many of you asked us for more detail on how to protect e-commerce sites, given the unique risk and exposure such sites represent to organizations.We hope this book answers all of your questions on the topic and then some. If your organization engages in e-commerce, you will find this book invaluable, especially if security has been dealt with in a reactive fashion in the past. If you are a seasoned security professional, we believe that the level of detail in this book will be useful in covering topics such as customer privacy policies and securing financial transactions.

As practitioners, we encounter two types of networks:Those that haven’t been hacked and those that have. Our goal is to provide you with the tools and resources to avoid seeing your network become part of the latter group.To that end, this book is thoroughly practical.We recognize that doing the “right” thing—creating a forensics laboratory and halting production to investigate each breach in painstaking detail—is beyond most staff resources, so we offer realworld solutions to approach that ideal within your limits.

This book shares a feature in common with many Syngress books: It teaches why along with how.This is especially critical in the world of information security because technologies evolve at such a rapid pace and are also incredibly diverse.There are as many different ways to piece together an e-commerce site as there are e-commerce sites. It wouldn’t be possible to anticipate any given reader’s configuration.We present material that is designed to make you think.We want you to be able to take the information presented and adapt it to your situation.


—Ryan Russell, CCNA, CCNP


Security in the virtual world of the Internet is even more confusing than in the real world we inhabit. Buzzwords and marketing hype only serve to add to the puzzle.Vendors and free products abound, but according to the experts, the Internet world is becoming more dangerous every day. How can that be? How can all these solutions from so many directions not solve even the basic problems?
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Wireless Foresight : Scenarios of the Mobile World in 2015John Wiley & Sons, 2003
Written for those in the telecom, datacom and infocom industries, this provocative text deals with the development of the wireless communications industry and technology during the coming ten to fifteen years.




Wireless Foresight deals with the development of the wireless communications industry and technology...


		

Computer Graphics for Artists: An IntroductionSpringer, 2008

	Computer Graphics for Artists: an introduction is an application-independent, reader-friendly primer for anyone with a serious desire to understand 3D Computer Graphics


	Opening with the first and most basic elements of computer graphics, the book rapidly advances into progressively more complex concepts. Each of the elements,...


		

Getting Started with Arduino (Make: Projects)Make Books, 2008

	This valuable little book offers a thorough introduction to the open-source electronics prototyping platform that's taking the design and hobbyist world by storm. Getting Started with Arduino gives you lots of ideas for Arduino projects and helps you get going on them right away. From getting organized to putting the final...





	

Certified Ethical Hacker Exam PrepQue, 2006
The CEH certification shows knowledge of network penetration testing skills. The CEH exam takes three hours and 125 questions, requiring a broad and deep knowledge of network security issues. The CEH Exam Prep is the perfect solution for this challenge, giving you the solid, in-depth coverage...


		

Management Information Systems (12th Edition)Prentice Hall, 2011

	We wrote this book for business school students who want an in-depth look at
	how today's business firms use information technologies and systems to
	achieve corporate objectives. Information systems are one of the major tools
	available to business managers for achieving operational excellence, developing
	new products and services,...


		

Sensing and Systems in Pervasive Computing: Engineering Context Aware Systems (Undergraduate Topics in Computer Science)Springer, 2011

	This book is designed to accompany a final year undergraduate or masters level
	course in pervasive computing, although it could serve well as a course for introducing
	sensors or experiment design to students in earlier years at university with
	some skimming over the research focus; or equally as a getting-started guide for
	PhD level...
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